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Yerkes Observatory
University of Chicago

Saturday, August 1st found eight club members at
the Gingerbread House in New Berlin to start our tour
of the Yerkes Observatory. Dave Hjortnaes (our
leader), Mark & Marge Kranz, Frank & Nancy Daily,
Mike Zahorik and Erv & Mickey Wilkowski. Sharon
Venski and Ruth Wegener were to join us, however
GMMTC on the steps of Yerkes Observatory
after stopping for gas, had an electrical problem and
couldn't start the car. I understand that thanks to Tim
Kirst who brought a new fuse, that car was able to get back home again. So with three T's and 2 modern cars
we were on our way to travel through some of the most beautiful countryside this side of heaven. Something
to think about for the fall when all the trees are in color.
On our way to Genesee Depot to meet Bob & Alice Wirth, we saw Mark & Marge Kranz take off in a
different direction other than where we were going. We thought perhaps they might have a medical
emergency or car problems and they were heading home, so we continued on our way. Turns out (Go to P14)

Gasoline
1]— Yerkes Observatory --- We found out what a
Boodler was.

5]— Model T Coach House —- Applying some finishing touches to Jeff's car.

6]— I did it, So can you! ---Gasoline at the turn of
the century

8]— Pauley T Party --- A enjoyable outage and how
to explode a watermelon.

10]— GermanFest --- We put on a show down at the
Lake Front

EVERY MONTH

11]— Virginia Nursing Home --- An afternoon visit
to some people who really know
15]— Heritage Day Parade --- Everybody loves a
parade
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12 Book Review
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5 Editor’s Message
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